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Introduction
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Climate change : GHG effect : Making Human Survival Difficult?



India has some of the World’s Most Polluted Cities
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Deloitte Report :India : $11 Trillion Opportunity or $35 Trillion Risk
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Kids win against state violating right to Clean and Healthful environment
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Urgent requirement of Decarbonization

 India is the third largest emitter of Green house gases.

 Country has pledged 50% reduction in emission intensity of its economy 

by 2030, compared to 2005 levels.

Electricity Contributes only 18% of Energy needs

Urgency
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Why CO2 needs attention



Global Waste to Hydrogen to Mobility Potential
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India has Lot of waste round the Year for Producing H2
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MSW(62 MMT) + Agri-waste(150 MMT) + Animal Dung + Sludge +Poultry+Agro-

forestry… Bioenergy Crops like  Napier grass shown in Photos



H2 is versatile energy Carrier interconnecting various 

sectors



Tokyo Olympics 2020(23Jul-04Aug 21) & 
Paralympics(24 Aug - 05 Sep 21 ) &
China Winter Olympics (4 -22Feb 22)

 Completely Hydrogen Based

 Hydrogen refueling stations

 Fuel cell vehicles and buses

 Power supply through fuel cells

 Stable hydrogen fuel supply

 Increased social acceptance

Global H2 Applications



Waste goes to Landfills or is burnt or left as it is

 Burning Plastics  say by Incineration causes Air 

Pollution, Dioxins.Furans,Heavy Metals

https://www.nationalgeographic.com/environme

nt/article/should-we-burn-plastic-waste

 Pyrolysis also concentrates these in the 

products and when used say as fuel on 

Combustion release these into air 
https://www.lowimpact.org/posts/pyrolysis-not-

solution-plastics-problem

 Harmful to Marine Life and Humans

https://www.lowimpact.org/posts/pyrolysis-not-solution-plastics-problem


Reimagine Waste and Produce H2 – Greener Solution
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Criteria for Ideal Solution

 GHG Reduction

 Energy Security

 Clean Air,water,Soil

 Waste Management

 Cut Imports

Hydrogen From Waste fits the bill

Waste Generation Profile

2019 – Over 2.0 Billion Tons

2050 – 3.4 Billion Tons

India Produces > 1.4 lakh tons of 

waste/Day

SMR Electrolysis 

with RE

Waste to 

Hydrogen

Onsite 

Electrolysis 

with grid



Some Companies in Waste to H2
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• Carbon negative H2 & renewable electricity made from recycling biomass, agricultural, plastic, MSW, and other wastes avoids & offsets 
emissions of hundreds of thousands of MT CO2e from the atmosphere per facility per year.

• Tens of thousands of MT CO2 permanently removed from the atmosphere per facility per year through biochar. 3 MT of CO2 permanently 
removed per MT of biochar produced and sequestered.

• 6+ MT CO2e offset per MT of feedstock recycled.

• Carbon Intensity Score: -209 and higher

• Collaborating with complimentary blue carbon technologies to permanently remove all biogenic CO2 per MT of biomass recycled.

• Biochar is the solid carbon product of biomass pyrolysis &  captures 3 MT CO2 per MT.

• When biochar is land applied in agriculture, incorporated as an additive in cementitious products, or otherwise permanently sequestered, 
this CO2 is permanently removed from the biogenic carbon cycle and the atmosphere

Pennsaco: waste to BioChar + H2
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Pennsaco: Gasification and Pyrolysis in one Reactor
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H2 Industries: Waste to H2 two Big Projects
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Egypt: $3bn Plant to convert

4MMT of organic waste and non-recyclable plastic into 300,000 tonnes of H2 per year

— roughly the amount that would be produced by a 4GW renewable H2 electrolysis 

facility.

Oman: $1.4bn plant  to Convert 

1 MMT MSW (fresh waste plus waste from Landfills) — into 67,000 tonnes of H2

It involves an “integrated thermolysis plant”. Thermolysis means chemical 

decomposition by heating.

The waste heat from the process can be used to generate power



SGH2 : Waste to H2 : 42000 ton waste pa to 3800 ton H2 pa
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When energy is applied, matter changes its state: solid to liquid, liquid to gas. With 

more energy applied, gas becomes ionized and turns into an energy rich plasma 

state, the fourth state of matter. Using a plasma torch, combined with 95% oxygen 

enriched air, SGH2’s SPEG thermal catalytic conversion  process produces a high 

quality syngas without any of the toxic byproducts

 Plasma torches generate high temperatures (3500º-4000º C), the waste feedstock 

disintegrates into its molecular compounds, without combustion ash or toxic fly ash. 

The gases exit the catalyst-bed chamber as high quality hydrogen-rich biosyngasand

it goes through a Pressure Swing Absorber system resulting in hydrogen at 

99.9999% purity.



Ways2H: Waste to H2
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For every tonne of dry waste put into the system, roughly 40-50kg of 

hydrogen are produced — although this can vary between 30kg and 120kg depending on the contents of 

the waste stream.

--a mobile solution capable of processing one tonne of waste per day, which fits inside three shipping 

containers  ---scaleable stationary solutions that can process between eight and 50 tonnes of feedstock 

a day.

The waste feedstock — from which inert materials such as metal and glass have been 

removed — is first processed to reduce the waste to particles of between 0.5 and 3cm. 

This is then fed by a screw conveyor into a gasification vessel, where it is mixed with 

ceramic beads that have been heated to around 1,000°C. At these temperatures, 

most of the organic waste and plastics are converted into a mixture of methane, 

hydrogen, carbon monoxide and CO2. Solid carbon and minerals remain as char and is 

removed & burned in a separate vessel to provide the 1,000°C heat, which is used to 

heat the ceramic beads. 

The gas mixture then enters the reforming vessel, where steam is added, which breaks 

down the methane into hydrogen, carbon monoxide and dioxide. The resultant syngas 

is cleaned and a separator recovers pure hydrogen. The char that was recovered from the 

gasification vessel is



Toyota, Iwatani and JGC : Plastics to H2 by 2025
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The Japanese corporations plan to pulverize the collected 

plastic, then burn it in low-temperature and high-

temperature gasification furnaces to produce a synthetic 

gas (syngas) containing carbon monoxide and hydrogen. 

Water vapour will then be added to the gas to increase 

the concentration of hydrogen, which will then be 

removed by an adsorber.
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World's Largest Net-Negative CO2 Biomass-To-Energy Facility
Babcock & Wilcox and Kiewit Industrial have teamed up to build a biomass power plant in the Port of Greater Baton Rouge in 

Louisiana. The 200-megawatt Project Cyclus power facility will be the largest of its kind.

The projected facility will create aviation fuel, green hydrogen, bio-plastic feedstock, and renewable diesel with no carbon 

emissions. Biomass fuels will be used in the Cyclus project, including wood waste, wood chips, and bagasse, etc., with carbon 

capture technology that will isolate the CO2 emissions underground.

Babcock & Wilcox. (2022). B&W, Kiewit partner to deliver 200 MW biomass plant in Louisiana. [Online]. Available 

at: https://biomassmagazine.com/articles/18852/bw-kiewit-partner-to-deliver-200-mw-biomass-plant-in-louisiana (April 

24 2022).

Ontario's Hydrogen Strategy

The Government of Ontario released its first Low-Carbon Hydrogen Strategy on April 7, 2022, outlining the province's vision 

and expectations for the developing hydrogen sector.

https://biomassmagazine.com/articles/18852/bw-kiewit-partner-to-deliver-200-mw-biomass-plant-in-louisiana


RGH2 Austria: Biogas to H2
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Methods for Hydrogen Production from Waste
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Waste To H2

Anaerobic Digestion + SMR or CH4 Splitting

Gasification

Plasma Gasification

Pyrolysis

Microbial ElectroChemical Cell MECC



Methane Splitting 

or SMR

Anaerobic  Digestion + SMR/Methane Splitting
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Anaerobic Digestion 

: Waste to Biogas
Scrubbing



Decentralised H2 from Bio-Methane: for Remote off grid 
/Industry/ H2 Filling Station

 Many vendors supply SMRs for Conversion of Methane to H2. CO2 can be 
captured  and can be used for various uses or mixed with H2 to make SAF, e-
fuels etc.

 BayoTech USA offers Decentralised H2 at reqd site @$2/kg (Biomethane,Water & 
Electricity to be provided by Customer) and authorized H2-Zest in India 

 HyGear(Netherlands/Singapore) offers small scale H2 generation systems at the 
end user’s site. On-site hydrogen supply by the HyGEN increases the reliability of 
supply and decreases the costs. Authorised Vendor in India: GPS renewables

 Ranging from 10 Nm3/h up to 1000 Nm3/h (20kg to 2000kg/day)

 Turnkey selling of equipment to full-service contracts or supply of gases “GaaS” or 
“Gas-as-a-Service” 



Onsite-H2 Production from Biogas
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 Hy.GEN Steam Methane Reformers

 Natural gas or BioCNG at a pressure of 11 

bar(g) is the inlet requirement which allows

 the system  produces high purity hydrogen gas 

suitable for the Fuel Cell industry

 Hy.GEN 50 can prorduce a maximum 

hydrogen flow of 42 Nm3/h based on a 5.0 

(99.999%) purity

 Fits into 20 ft container

 100kg/day : Rs 7 crore

 200Nm3/h NG-SMR HYDROGEN PLANT

 500kg/day H2

 US$1,000,000 FOB China Port 

 or Rs 8 Crore

Some SMRs
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SMR  Designed by NANOSOL India (H2:10kg/day)
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Conversion of waste to Bio-methane and subsequently to Hydrogen 

production generates various valuable byproducts

H2 from Waste – Biomethane Splitting
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Waste – 50TPD

Biomethane – 1.7 TPD

Compost – 20 TPD Liquid manure – 1 lakh Litre/Day

Pyrolysis

Solid Carbon uses:
Coke Steel refining

Tyres, Plastics

Graphite electrodes

Carbon nanofibres

Diamond

Increase fertility

500 Kg/Day



PLASMA METHANE PYROLYSIS: Monolith USA
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FeO Catalysed Methane Pyrolysis: Hazer, Australia
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Molten Salt Methane Pyrolysis,  C-Zero, USA
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Pulse Methane Pyrolysis : Ekona Power, Canada
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 LOOPs can be deployed in standard shipping containers or into 

permanent infrastructure as single units or larger arrays. Levidian is 

currently scaling up LOOP technology to deploy LOOP1000+.

 The device uses a patented low temperature, low pressure process to 

crack methane into its constituent atoms, hydrogen and carbon, 

without the need for catalysts or additives. (Microwave 

Electromagnetic waves and Cold Plasma).

 The carbon is locked into high-quality graphene and the hydrogen 

can either be used as a hydrogen-rich blend or separated and stored 

for use pure form.

A single LOOP50 device utilising Bio-CH4 reduces CO2 equivalent 

(CO2e) by 100 tonnes per year.

 Levidian signs £700m deal to deploy 500 LOOPs in  UAE

Levidian Loop50 Shipping container: CH4 Pyrolysis
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Levidian : LOOP-100
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Pagnism Innovations: Rudra: Methane to Graphene & H2
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Biomass/Waste to H2 by Gasification
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Green 

H2

• IOC and IISc. working to Scale up the Tech

• Sentient Labs(KPIT Research) is also working on it

• “Inst. For Plasma Research”(IPR) has developed Gasification 

Technology



Waste To H2 by Boson Energy
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Lot of Energy and resources reqd for H2 by Electrolysis using RE
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Min. Cost of Green H2 using 

Electrolysis by RE ~ Rs 300/Kg



MECC (Microbial ElectroChemical Cell)
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MECC thru Microbes
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Novel Concept to Convert waste into H2,EG &TPA
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Top Producers of Critical Materials
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Global demand of materials for Clean Energy Tech
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It is clear that 

H2 has minimal 

Imported 

MATERIAL 

Requirement 

and so least 

dependence of 

Imports for 

India



New Totyota Mirai

180HPM

Range 650 km or 400Miles

Cost:$50,000 to $70,000 

Championed notifications:

HCNG 585(E) dtd25/09/20 & 
FCEVs safety & Type approval 

Eequirements GSR 579E

H2 in CNG pipeline: Economical



H2 Mirai Launched on 16th March 2022
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HCNG Buses : DTC: 70% reduction in Emissions
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Repowering Coal Fired Plants with Gas/H2

Shift from Coal to  Gas-fired reduces 50% of the CO2 emissions, and also lowers other pollutants like 

Hg, NOx, SOx and PM

Blending with H2 reduces pollution drastically

 China: GE(using GE 9HA.01 Turbine) commercial operations started Junliangcheng 661 MW 

plant in Tianjin City, : 50% H2 by volume blended with natural gas

 Capital Power a Canadian utility has ordered two Mitsubishi Power natural gas-fired 

turbines(M501JAC) to repower its combined cycle plants in Alberta, as it converts from coal-fired 

generation Expected repowering completion of Unit 1 in 2023 and Unit 2 in 2024.

 The repowered plant will provide 1,360MW of electricity capacity.



Co-firing Coal with H2/NH3

https://www.ammoniaenergy.org/articles/ihi-first-to-reach-20-ammonia-coal-co-firing-milestone/

The Japanese manufacturer IHI Corporation announced on 

March 28,2018 successfully demonstrated  20% NH3 co-

firing with coal (% energy content)
https://www.powermag.com/jera-planning-to-shift-coal-power-fleet-to-100-ammonia/

 Japan: JERA plans to shutter its entire 2.2 GW 

supercritical coal plant by 2030, and then gradually 

co-fire coal with ammonia and hydrogen

https://www.ammoniaenergy.org/articles/ihi-first-to-reach-20-ammonia-coal-co-firing-milestone/
https://www.ihi.co.jp/ihi/all_news/2017/technology/2018-3-28/index.html
https://www.powermag.com/jera-planning-to-shift-coal-power-fleet-to-100-ammonia/


Utah Power Plant :H2 adoption/transition from Coal

 Coal power plant (1900MW) is 

transitioning to 840 MW Hybrid (30% H2/NG fuel) in 2025 

and 
https://www.greenbiz.com/article/you-say-old-coal-plant-i-say-new-green-hydrogen-facility

 1000 Electrolysers (Siemens Energy’s Silyzer technology) and H2 storage

 The scope also includes hydrogen compression, storage and intelligent plant controls.

https://www.greenbiz.com/article/you-say-old-coal-plant-i-say-new-green-hydrogen-facility


SWOT Analysis Biomass to H2
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Stakeholder’s engagement
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• Carbon intensity should be measured instead of color and Ceritified

• Funding for Pilots: If pilot/ demo plants are set up by govt/ PSU, the success will 

create change and more entrepreneurs will come in. 

• Derisked and Long term Finance by Banks / Institutions/ Agencies

• Carbon mkt regulator/ regulations/ trading established ASAP. Carbon credits will 

help financing green economy

• Policies supporting decentralised waste to H2 : reducing transportation 

of waste/H2 and the waste. 

• Just like RE: Banking of  Bio-Methane

• Allowing Different Points of Injection and withdrawal should be permitted for Bio-H2 

and for Bio-CH4

Policy Recommendations
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• Stable and Bold Policies with tax incentives

• Demand Creation by Target Setting for using Green H2 across various 

sectors

• Dollar Linked Contracts for Green H2, Green NH3

• PLI incentives for SMRs and Methane Splitting

• Ecosystem development with better co-ordination between Academia, 

Start-ups, Research, Industry and Finance

• Researchers should get Credits for industrial participation and 

supporting Ecosystem and events for eco-system building

• Credit worthy aggregators like SECI for Demand Aggregation

Policy Recommendations



Hydrogen from Waste – Advantages
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Can be stored 

and used when 

needed

Major Components 

manufactured in 

India

Lower Capital 

Investment

Decentralized 

Hydrogen 

Production

Rural Microgrids 

Rural Electrification



Summing up
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Hydrogen from Waste would be a key driver in the triad of energy, economy 

and environment.

Meeting the requirements for Grid Stability, Energy storage Transport and 

utiliziation in Micro-grids.

@ Rs 80/Kg as against Rs 313/Kg of Hydrogen from Electrolysis it is economic 

and sustainable.

Hydrogen from waste is greener than the green because it prevents 

contamination of soil, water and air, mitigates GHG and returns carbon to the 

soil improving fertility, preventing soil erosion and land slide. 



All SDG Goals can be addressed Direct and Indirect Impacts
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• Waste to H2 is Greener than green

• Green H2 is Multi-Decade opportunity

Green H2 can integrate RE sustainably and thus Provide Energy across Sectors

• Additional benefits being :

• Cleaner Environment, Avoid Methane Flaring, Waste Treatment, Clean Energy, Free 
Prime Lands being locked by Landfills

• More Jobs/Lesser Migration

• Lesser imports

• Higher Exports (Lo Carbon produce like Steel,Green NH3)

• PPP (Planet, People & Prosperity) [100]

• Win-win for all
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Conclusion
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